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ABSTRACT 

We have studied the stationary solutions to the two-dimensional Euler's 

equation. A highly accurate scheme, based on boundary integral techniques 

was used in investigating these steady-state configurations. Bifurcation 

analysis on the solution of a uniform vortex patch in an externally applied 

strain field, yield new non-elliptical steady-state solutions apart from the 

elliptical structures reported by Moore & Saffman. Some of these new solu

tions suggest the possibility of coalescence between neighboring vortices. 

This leads to a new problem of considering"a vortex pair in a strain field and 

computing their steady-state solutions. Numerical computations suggest that 

this guess is indeed correct, as we see the solution branch corresponding to 

the vortex pair intersect the bifurcation branch of the single vortex at a 

unique strain rate. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The study of vortices and their interactions has gained considerable 

importance in recent years. The reason is that many incompressible flows at 

high Reynold's num ber can be characterized by regions of uniform vorticity 

imbedded in an irrotational fluid. Brownand & Winant [1974] in their exper

iments found that a shear layer has an organized two-dimensional vortical 

structure, for moderate Reynold's number. Also they observed that these 

turbulent vortices interact by rolling around each other, thus forming a 

larger vortex. This mechanism was then proposed to be the cause of the 

growth of the mixing layer. Several other researchers performed similar 

experiments for higher values of Reynold's number and observed the 

existence of these structures. 

Some of the features of these vortices could be explained by studying 

the steady-state solutions of the Euler equations. By theorems of Helmholtz 

and Kelvin, we know that the inviscid motion of vorticity is given by the 

local fluid velocity which in turn is determined kinematically from the vorti

city field. Thus it proves to be convenient to consider inviscid fluid dynam

ics in terms of patches of vorticity which induce motion on each other as an 

alternative to considerations of pressure and velocity. Point vortices in a 

fluid is the simplest approximation to small vortices. Apparently this 

representation does not yield any information about the deformation of the 

structure or stability. The next approximation is to allow these vortices to 

have a finite area of cross-section. Once this idealization is adopted we can 

answer questions concerning structure of these vortices and how they 

deform with the motion of the fluid due to local velocity gradients. 
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Kirchoff's [Lam b] elliptic vortex rotating with constant angular velocity 

without change of shape was the first theoretical result regarding steady-state 

configurations. Since then, Moore & Saffman's [1971] analysis is the only 

theoretical result on two-dimensional vortex interactions. They obtained 

exact steady-state solutions of the inviscid equations for an uniform vortex 

of elliptical cross-section in an uniform straining field. Also they proved the 

existence of two steady-states, both having elliptical cross-section, and also 

the existence of a maximum strain rate below which these steady-states 

exist. Later Kida [1981] characterized the motion of the elliptic vortex by 

solving exactly the unsteady problem. He observed that these vortices 

undergo rotation, nutation around the center, and elongation in the direction 

of strain field when the strain field is strong. Since closed form results for 

steady-states are not readily available, except for simple models, further 

investigation requires efficient computational methods to find the solutions. 

The assumption, of constant vorticity inside the vortex results in an 

important and useful simplification of the solution of the Euler's equation. 

With this assumption the velocity field at any point in space depends on the 

location of the vortex boundaries and the jump in the vorticity across the 

boundary. Thus the problem is reduced to one dimension. A method based 

on this observation was proposed by Zabusky et at [1979]. Their contour 

dynamics algorithm, tracks the evolution of the contour representing the 

boundary of the vortex. Other approaches were designed based on the con

stancy of vorticity in the cores, including Pierrehumbert's [1980] iterative 

relaxation scheme to compute the steady shape of a translating vortex pair. 

This method has the advantage of reducing the computational effort, but b 

disadvantageous if one is interested in performing a bifurcation Stl1"~·. 
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Dritschel [19S.5] later used this method for computing equilibrium shapes of 

two-dimensional rotating configurations for two to eight uniform vortices. 

Later lv'[eiron, Saffman and Schatzman [19S4] employed the method of 

Schwarz functions to analyze constant vortex regions arising in the modeling 

of Karman vortex streets. Subsequently this method was used in calculating 

steady- states of uniform vortices by Kamm [19S7]. 

Calculating these steady-states and understanding their properties 

explains various phenomena that occur in fluid motion. Moore and Saffman 

[1975] argued, on the basis of the maximum strain rate for the existence of 

elliptical vortices in a uniform straining field that vortices of finite cross

section disintegrate if the spacing is too small. This result was used in 

explaining the disappearance of vortex structures in turbulent mixing layers 

as they move down stream. Saffman & Szeto [19S0] later calculated the crit

ical distance of separation for a steady pair of uniform vortices numerically. 

Pierrehumbert & Windall [19S0] and Saffman & Szeto [19S1] applied these 

principles in modeling a shear layer with an array of uniform vortices. 

Unsteady calculations were done by Overman & Zabusky [19S2] to simulate 

the evolution and merger of vortex structures. There are more studies 

which treat vortices rotating with some constant angular velocity or translat

ing as a pair. 

In this study we consider a generalization of Kirchoff's model. Kirchoff 

considered a uniform vortex patch rotating with constant angular velocity in 

an unbounded fluid, the effect of the neighboring vortices on this vortex was 

neglected. Moore & Saffman [1971] approximated the effect of neighboring 

vortices at relatively large distances by means of a uniform irrotational strain 

field and calculated the steady-states. The present work goes a step further 
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in an attempt to find non-elliptical steady-states. The steady elliptical struc

tures as reported by Moore & Saffman are found. As indicated we find two 

solutions for a given strain rate one being more elongated than the other. 

Their prediction, that the more elongated solution is unstable, suggests the 

possibility of bifurcation on the solution branch. These bifurcated branches 

may correspond to non-elliptical solutions that have not been reported yet. 

Also, two point vortices accept steady state solutions when separated by a 

distance 2h, on either side of the origin, in an uniform strain field. Here h 

is the distance between the centroid of the vortex and the origin. Perturba

tion analysis on these point vortices where they are allowed a finite area of 

cross-section suggests the existence of steady-state solutions. Now if these 

patches are allowed to grow in size, fixing the location of their centroids, 

they should merge at some particular strain rate. This suggests that there 

should be a solution branch bifurcating out of the path that corresponds to 

the single vortex. Also this bifurcating branch should intersect with the 

solution branch of two vortex patches at the same strain rate where the vor

tices merge. Hence the need for this bifurcation study. 

When we perform a bifurcation analysis on a single vortex patch with 

uniform vorticity in a strain field, the solution branch computed corresponds 

to the elliptical solution and is in agreement with theory. New non-elliptical 

solutions are found by computing the bifurcation branches, and we find 

branches that correspond to the amalgamation of a vortex pair and of three 

vortices in a row. Other symmetry breaking profiles were found correspond

ing to two other bifurcation branches. As expected, the solution branch for 

two vortex patches intersects the bifurcation branch of the single vortex, 

thus confirming the merger that occurs when vortices interact. Chapter 2 
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describes the form ulation of the problem using boundary integral techniques. 

The important aspects of potential theory used in the formulation of the 

problem are recapitulated. The case of two vortices in a uniform strain field 

is also form ulated in that chapter. 

Chapter 3 discusses the numerical techniques and the discretization and 

continuation procedures used. Modifications that were made to the algo

rithm to correct the problems encountered when the profiles lost their sym

metry are presented in this chapter as well. In Chapter 4 numerical results 

and bifurcation diagrams corresponding to single vortex and two vortices are 

presented. Newly found steady-state solutions corresponding to the bifurca

tion branches are described. Finally, conclusions of this study are reported. 



1.5 

CHAPTER 2 

IN1ROD UCTI ON: 

In this chapter the equations of motion are derived for an incompressi

ble, inviscid fluid. The formulation of a single vortex in a strain field, using 

boundary integral techniques, is considered in section 2. In section 3 two 

vortices in a strain field are considered and the corresponding form ulation is 

described. 

TIfE EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 

We consider an incompressible, inviscid fluid, and derive the evolution 

equations here. The mass conservation equation takes the form 

(2.2.1) 

where u=(u,u,w) is the velocity field and the Euler equation has the form 

Du _ 'i7 p 
Dt - - -p- (2.2.2) 

where p,p are the density and pressure respectively. gt represents the 

material derivative, which accounts for both convective and temporal 

changes: 

Du = aT! + u''i7u . 
Dt at (2.2.3) 

Equation (2.2.2) can be writt€n as 

au - - 'itXw = - 'i7 H at (2.2..1) 
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by using the identity 

(2.2 .. 5) 

where U2 = U'u . The quantity H is given by 

Here w represents the vorticity and is defined as 

w= V'Xu. (2.2.6) 

The equation of motion in vorticity form is obtained by taking the curl on 

both sides of the equations of motion (2.2.4), and the result is 

ow at - V'X(UXw) = ° ( ')')-) _._.1 

However the use of the identity, 

V'X(UXw) = (w·V')u - (u·~7)w, 

together with the vorticity equation (2.2.7) gives 

(2.2.8) 

In the case of two-dimensional flow, we may choose u=(u,v,O) and only the 

component of vorticity normal to the plane of flow is non-zero. The gra-

dient of u in the direction of the vorticity vector vanishes, in which cast' 

equation (2.2.8) reduces to 
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(2.2.9) 

Thus the vorticity associated with the material element is constant, because 

no turning or extension of vortex lines can occur in two-dimensional flow 

and w is the component of vorticity normal to the plane of flow. 

In two-dimensional flow the mass conservation equation is identically 

satisfied by writing the velocity components in terms of a stream function tjJ 

as u = ~~ , v = - ~~ . These expressions may be substituted in (2.2.6) to 

give an equation for 1/J in terms of w: 

(2.2.10) 

Appropriate boundary conditions must be specified to determine 1/J uniquely. 

\Ve are interested in a steady-state distribution of vorticity, comprising a uni-

form value within the boundary and vanishing outside it. Kelvin's theorem 

states that points on the boundary remain on the boundary. Hence for a 

steady-state the condition 

n .( u , v) particle = n·( u , v) boundary , (2.2.11) 

must be satisfied. Where n is the normal to the boundary at the point. In 

the frame of reference in which the steady-state is stationary we have that 

n·( u ,v) particle = 0 . (2.2.12) 

Equation (2.2.12) is equivalent to saying that 1/J is constant on the boundary. 
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y 

x 

Fig (2.1) Single vortex in strained fluid. 
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SINGLE VORTEX IN AN UNIFORM STRAIN FIELD 

Here the problem of a single uniform vortex in an uniform straining 

field is considered. Introduction of this plane strain field approximates to 

first order the effect of a relatively distant vortex. The governing equations 

for modeling the problem are ohtained from the results of the previous sec-

tion. The steady-state condition may be obtained in two ways, one in terms 

of the projection of the velocity normal to the boundary [ Deem & Zabu

sky,1978j and the other in terms of the constancy of the stream function 

along the boundary. We use the later approach in this formulation. 

A1/J = { 0 -w 
outside n 

inside n 

continuous across an 

1/J = constant on an 

(2.3.1) 

(2.3.2) 

(2.3.3) 

(2.3.4) 

In these equations A = \7 2, W is the uniform vorticity inside the region 

n, E represents the strength of the externally applied strain field, 1/J is the 

stream function and :n denotes differentiation along the normal to an . 

The far-field condition (2.3.2) says that the flow at large distances from n is 

an irrotational plane strain with principal axes inclined at ~ to the a.xes of 
4 

the coordinate system. Condition (2.3.3) makes the tangential velocity at n 
the same on both sides, thus securing continuity of the pressure. Condition 

(2.3.4) makes the normal component of the velocity zero on an to obtain 
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steady-state solutions. 

The two-dimensional vorticity field is assumed to be piecewise constant, 

and for inviscid motion it wiII remain piecewise constant. A numerical 

scheme based on this observation has been proposed by Zabusky et at [1979] 

and applie? in various forms by several authors [DritscheI,19S5], [Pier

rehum bert,lgS0]. Since only the boundaries of the region need to be 

tracked, this method has the advantage of reducing the dimensionality of the 

problem by one. A variation of this method is used here to solve the prob-

lem in hand. This method is naturally adaptive for irregular geometries and 

highly accurate results are obtained with moderate amount of computation. 

One can solve the Poisson problem (2.3.1) - (2.3.4) to obtain the steady 

shapes by using results from potential theory. The stream function may be 

expressed in terms of source or dipole distributions along the boundary. 

Some properties of these distributions are elucidated here. More details are 

available in Jaswon & Sym m [1977]. Any harmonic function ¢ can be 

represented in terms of a continuous distribution of sources a( q) along ao 

as 

I/J(p)=i-f a(q)g(p,q)dq, 
.IT an 

(2.3.5) 

where p is any field point, g(p,q) = log /p-q I is the two-dimensional free 

space Greens function, and q is the source point. This representation of the 

harmonic function is continllOliS everywhere, but its normal derivatives are 

discontinuous across an. They satisfy the relation 

P E an (2.3.6) 
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where ni, ne represent the interior and exterior normals respectively on the 

boundary. An alternative form of representation for harmonic functions is 

given by the use of dipole distribution J.l( q) along an; 

¢(p) = ,.,1 f J.l(q) ag(p,q) dq . 
_7r an anq 

(2.3.i) 

As the boundary is approached along a normal this harmonic function takes 

on limiting values given by 

lim¢(p) =4J(p) -J.l(p) 
P,-P 

lim ¢(p) = 4J(p) + J.l(p) (2.3.8) 
p, ..... p 

where Pj,Pe are points on the normal ni, ne respectively emanating from 

pE an . The average value 4J is given by the principal value of the integral in 

(2.3.7) with p on an. However the normal derivatives of ¢ are continuous 

across the boundary. 

Returning to equations (2.3.1) - (2.3.4), we proceed to formulate the 

problem using boundary integral techniques. The Poisson equation is 

solved by finding a particular solution 'l/Jp for (2.3.1). This particular solution 

need not satisfy the boundary conditions (2.3.3) - (2.3.4) and may have 

discontinuities at the boundary. We then find a harmonic function J; that 

has discontinuities to compensate those of 'l/Jp at an. Now 'l/J = 'l/Jp + {, will 

satisfy the Poisson equation and the boundary conditions. A particular 50111-

tion for the problem is given by 
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. W f) i) 

Wp I = - 4" ( x~ + y~) inside n (2.3.9) 

I €( 0' ") r I (" ") 1j) 0 = _ x- - y~ - - og x~ + y~ 
p 2 4rr 

outside n ( 2.3.10) 

The particular solution 7/Jp i satisfies the Poisson equation inside the 

region of uniform vorticity and t/Jp 0 satisfies the Laplace's condition outside 

the region along with the far-field condition at infinity. The second term in 

t/Jp 0 represents a point vortex which characterizes the far-field behavior of 

the vortex patch. Here € represents the strength of the strain field, r is the 

circulation of the vortex and w denotes the uniform vorticity inside the 

region. These solutions are discontinuous at the boundary and their normal 

derivatives have a jump across the boundary as a path is traced from the out

side into the inside along the normal. Let us denote the jump in the partic-

ular solution and its normal derivative at the boundary by l7/Jp 1 and [8:: 1 

respectively. These jumps may be evaluated from the following relations. 

The next step is to find 1;; to satisfy the following equations. 



_ {o inside 0 
.6.l/J -- 0 outside 0 

1j; _ constant as 1 x 2 + y2 1_ 00 
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(2.3.11) 

( 2.3.12) 

( 2.3.13) 

(2.3.14 ) 

Using the results from potential theory, 1j; can be represented in terms 

of source and dipole distributions. Thus we write 

1j;(p) = J ag~~,q) Jl(q)dq + J g(p,q)<f(q)dq, 
ao q an 

(2.3.15) 

where Jl(q) =-ll/Jpl, O'(q) =_[a:: 1, p EO and qEaO. To be specific, 

the contour representing the boundary is parameterized as shown in Fig 2.2, 

in the counter clockwise direction by (x(O),y(O)) with 0:::;0:::;211". Now in 

terms of the parameter 0 

Jl(O) = [-~A+(O) -~A-(O) +~IOgA+(O)l 
4 2 411" 

( 2.3.16) 

_ 1 [(w rx(O) ) 0'( 0) = - -( -) Yo(O) -x(O) + EX(O) - -
S 0 2 211" A +( 0) 

Xo(O) (~y(O) - EY(O) - ry(O) ) 1 
2 211" kt-( 0) 

(2.3.17) 



Fig (2.2) Diagram showing the parameterization of the contour 
and the assumed directions for the tangent and normal vectors. 



and xo(O), Yo(O) denotes the del'ivative of x(O) and y(O) with respect to the 

parameter 0 . 

Equation (2.3.15) now takes the form 

where 

. I;;(x,y) = +- J J1(a) ag(x,y,a) S(a)da + 
_71" ao ano: 

_I_J B (a)g( x ,y,a)S( a) da 
271" ao 

g(x,y,a)= log [( x -x(a) )2 + ( y -y(a) )2 ], 

( 2.3.18) 

ag(x,Y,a) = n-V'g(x,y,a) = _1_[xQ(a) ( Y -y(a))" - yo:(a) ( x -~(a)) l. 
ano: S(a) ( x -x(a) )~ + ( Y -y(a) )~ 

The stream function I;; can be written in a much more compact form 

using complex variables as 

- [ 1 J J1(a)zo:(a) 
1f.;( z) = Re -. ( () ) d a + 271" I Z - Z a an 

2 ~T J a ( a) 10 g( ( z - z ( a) )) d a 1 ' 
ao 

where z = x + iy, z(a) = x(a) + iy(a), and 

a(a) =B(a)·S(a) . Now 1."= 0p +1;; satisfies the Poisson equation, and it 

and its normal derivative are continuous at the boundary. The last condi-

tion that needs to be satisfied is that the shape is in steady-state, namely that 
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l/J is constant on the boundary. This requirement is satisfied by making 

EN - =0 on an ao . (2.3.20) 

Approaching the boundary from the inside, we have 

(2.3.21 ) 

where 

aij; [1 f a ( 1 ) ao = Re 211'i an I1(O:)ZQ(O:)ae ( z(O) _ z(o:)) do: + 

_1 f O'(o:)zo(O) do: - (110(O)+iO'(O) )J 
211' (z(O)-z(o:)) 2' an 

( 2.3.22) 

Using the identity 

a f 1 ) ZO( 0) a ( 1 ) ae (z(O) - z(o:)) = - ZQ(O:) ao: (z(O) - z(o:) )' 

the first integral in (2.3.22) may be simplified by an integration by parts. 

The boundary terms from the integration by parts cancel due to periodicity 

and we have 

aij; = Re [_I_.j JLQ(o:}+iO'(o:) zo(O)do: - JLo(O) + iO'(O) J. 
ao 21l'1 (z(O) - z(o:) ) 2 an 

(2.3.23) 

Substituting (2.3.23) into (2.3.21) we get 



w [ ] It o( 0) 
- '2 x(O) xo(O) + y(O) Yo(O) - ~ + 

[
1 f Ila( 0:) + ia( 0:) 1 

R e '2 'II" i an ( z ( 0) _ z ( 0:) ) Z 0 ( 0) do: = 0 , ( 2.3.24) 

where. lla(O:) + ia(o:) = za(O:) r_~z·(o:) - 0(0:) + r()) and z*(o:) l 2 27r Z 0: 

denotes the conjugate of z(o:). Equation (2.3.24) is an integral equation for 

the two unknown functions (x(O) , y(O)) • The problem is completely 

specified when we add a definition for the choice of parameterization. The 

sim plest choice is 

(2.3.25 ) 

where c is an unknown constant and is proportional to the length of the 

boundary, This condition makes the parameterization variable 0 proportional 

to the arc length. Experience has shown us that the boundary may have high 

curvature in certain regions, and so we include a fixed mapping function 

/(0) which ensures that x(O) and y(O) vary less rapidly in these high curva

ture regions. Equation (2.3.25) now assumes the form 

(2.3.26) 

Typical mapping functions that ar used in this study are 

/ (0) = l-O:cos( 20) J 

/(0) = 1-o:cos(40) J 

f( l+cos( 0)) 
/(O)=l-o:e , 
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where Q , fJ are chosen constants. The origin of the parameterization is fixed 

by making 

y( 0 ) = 0 . 

The area of the vortex is taken to be 1T; thus, 

II dxdy = 1T • 

n 

A simple application of Green's theorem, 

If (~; - ~!) dxdy = I (.rdx + gdY), 
n y an 

(2.3.27) 

where! ='!(x,y) , 9 = g(x,y), helps us write this area integral over n in 

terms of a line integral along the boundary an. Thus the equation fOI' the 

area in terms of points on the boundary can be written as 

2rr 

~ I [x(O)Yo(O) - y(O)Xo(O) ]dO = 1T ( 2.3.28) 
o 

In the next chapter, we describe the numerical methods used to find solu-

tions to these equations. 



Fig (2.3) Two vortices in a strained fluid . . 
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VORTEX PAIR IN AN UNIFORM STRAIN FIELD 

In this section a generalization of the model is made by considering two 

uniform counter-rotating vortices in an uniform externally applied strain 

field. This generalization is motivated by the observation that two point vor

tices have ~teady-state positions in a strain field, [ Appendix A] and it is of 

interest to see whether there are steady-state solutions when they are 

assumed to have a finite area of cross-section. We consider a pair of uniform 

vortices enclosed in two separate boundaries. The problem of determining 

their steady-state locations is form ulated using boundary integral tech-

niques. 

The governing equations for a vortex pair are similar to those 

corresponding to a single vortex; the vorticity is assumed to be uniform and 

equal for the two vortices. Also they have uniform circulation r. The cen

troids of the vortices are assumed to be at a distance h on either sides of the 

origin. 

{
-w inside an 1 & an 2 

Do1j.; = 0 outside an 1 & an 2 

a1j.; con tin uous across an 1 & an 2 an 

1j.; = constant on an 1 & an 2 

./. E (" 0' ) 'f/ -+ - x~ - y- as 
2 

(2.4.1) 

(2.4.2) 

(2.4.3) 

(2.4.4) 

As before a particular SOIII tio n is found to the Poisson equation, and a har-

monic function, which satisfies a given jump discontinuity, is added to this 

particular solution to satisfy the governing equations. Let 1j.;p be a particular 



solution given by by 

l/Jp = - !::!..- ( ( x - h )2 + y2) inside 0 1 

" 
l/Jp = - ~ ( ( x + h )2 + y'2) inside n 2 

Outside the regions the stream function is given by 

...£.- log [ ( x + h ) 2 + y2 ) 
41l' 
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(2.-1,.,,» 

(2.4.5) 

(2.-t.7) 

and the first term in the outer solution represents the strain field at infinity 

and the other two terms represents point vortices which characterizes the 

far-field behavior of the vortex patches at distances h on either side of the 

origin. 

Now we look for ij; which satisfies 

_ {o inside 80 1 £'3 80 2 

t::.l/J = 0 outside 80 1 £'3 80 2 

ij; = - ll/Jp 1 on 80 1 £'3 80 '2 

8ij; [8l/Jp 1 - = - -- on 80 1 £'3 80.., 
8n 8n • 

ij; __ constant as Ix 2 + y21 -+00, 

(2.-t.8) 

(2.-t.O) 

(2.-1.10) 

where lrl denotes the jump in value across the boundary as it is crossed 

from the outside to the inside. ;p can be found using the results from poten

tial theory as a continuous distribution of source and dipole distributions 
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over the boundary: 

12, = _1_ J /1,(q) ag(p,q) dq + 2~ J cT,(q)g(p,q) dq + 
2rr an,( q) " 

0\1 1 0\1 1 

(2.4.11) 

where cT j( q) = -[ a:: 1 on an j. /1j = -llPp 1 on an j for j = 1,2. The con

tours are parameterized in the counter clockwise direction with (Xl( 0) ,y,( 0)) . 

and (xz(8),yz(O)) representing an 1 and an 2 respectively. The source and 

dipole densities can be evaluated from the jump in the particular solution 

and its normal derivative and they take the form 

o'j(O) = S)O) [-YjO (~(Xj -h) +€Xj(O) 

_ ~ (Xj - h) r (Xj + II) ) + 
2rr Dj -(8) 2rr D/(8) 

x jO ( ~ ( x j + II) - € yj( 0) 

r Yj(O) r Yj(O) 1] 
2rr Dj-(O) 2rr D/(O) , 

(2.4.12) 

/1j(O) = - ~ ( x/(O) - Y/ (0)) + 4~ log Dj-(O) + 

~ logD .+(0) + !:!.- F.(O) 
4rr J 4 J ' 

(2.4.13) 

where 
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Introducing complex variable notation as before, the harmonic function 

if; can be evaluated at ( x,y) as 

(2.4.14) 

where O"AQ» =t7j(Q»·Sj(Q». Now 1/Jp +;j; satisfies the equations (2.4.1), 

(2.4.2) (2.4.4). Equation ( 2.4.3) is satisfied by making ~~ = 0 on an 1 and 

an 2 • 

on an 1 and an 2 (2.4.15) 

As an example, consider this requirement on an 1; 

We seek solutions with symmetry, xl( 0) = -X2( 0) , Yl( 0) = -Y2( 0) which 

implies Zl(O) =-Z2(0) . Also fLla(Q» =fL2clQ» and 0"1(Q» =0"2(Q». Dropping 

the subscripts, equation (2.4.16) now reduces to 

(2.4.17) 
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Consequently equation (2.4.1i) becomes 

w 110(0) 
--( (x -h )xo(O) +y(O)Yo(O)) ---+ 

2 2 
(2.4.18) 

[
If l1a(Cl') + ia(o) 1 Re -. ~ ~ z(O)zo(O)dCl' =0. 

7f' I an z -( 0) - z-( Cl') 

Equation (2.4.18) provides us the integral equations for the unknown func

tions x(O) , y(O). The rest of the equations are obtained by specifying the 

parameterization, namely 

(2.-U9) 

the origin of parameterization, area equation, and the equation which 

specifies the location of the centroid of the vortex. In our problem h 

denotes the distance of the centroid from the origin. The equation for the 

centroid is given by 

(2.4.20) 

These equations may be solved numerically. Details regarding the numerical 

approximations used will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INTRODUCTION: 

In this chapter we discuss the numerical approach used in solving the 

problem (2:3.24) and (2.3.26 - 28). Methods of approximating the singular 

integral appearing in the continuous equations, and several schemes used to 

approximate the derivatives are elaborated. In section 3, the continuation 

procedure used is discussed briefly together with its advantages over other 

approaches. Finally in section 4, improvements made to the algorithm to 

avoid sawtooth oscillations in the steady-state solutions are discussed. 

NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 

Numerical approximations to (2.3.24) and (2.4.20) must deal with the 

singular nature of the integrands in the principal valued integrals. For closed 

surfaces in two-dimensions this singularity may be removed by using the 

identity 

j /1-(q)a g(p,q)dq =_E.iEl (3.2.1) 
an 2 an 

After adding and subtracting the relation to equation (2.3.24) the singularity 

is removed and this result can be written as 

-~[ x(8)xo(8) +y(8)Yo(8) ]-/1-0(8) + 
2 

Re[ zo(8) f J(:;(0:))-J(z(8)) z (o:)do: ]=0 
27r i ( :;( 0) - z( 0:)) Q an 

where J(z(o:)) = -~.;(o:) - tz(o:) + f()_ 
:2 27rZ 0: 

/1-Q( 0:) + ia (0:) 

za( 0:) 

( 3.2.2) 

The 
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integral in (3.2.2) can be further simplified since the contribution from the 

second term in the expression for J{z{cy)) is zero due to analyticity and the 

contribution from the third term may be evaluated directly. The final form 

of equation (3.2.2) is 

E{x(B)xo(B) - y(B)Yo(B) ) + 

[
-WZO(B) J z*(CY} - z*(B} () ]-

Re 411'i (z(B) -z(cy)) Za CY dCY -0, 
an 

(3.2.3) 

where z*( CY) denotes the conjugate of z( CY) and the subscripts denote 

differentiation. After evaluating the real part of the integral in equation 

(3.2.3) we get 

E ( x(B)xo(B) - y(B) Yo(B) ) -

W J 2Ay(B,CY)Ax(B,cy)[ xo(B)xa(cy) - yo(B)Ya(CY) 1 
- "2 dCY + 
411' 0 ( Ax(B,cy)~ + Ay(B,cy) ) 

=0, (3.2.-1) 

where Ay(B,cy) =( y(B)-y(cy)) and Ax(B,cy) =( x(B)-x(cy)). The integrals 

can be evaluated using standard quadrature rules after subdividing CY into 

equal intervals. The most convenient numerical approximation for the 

integral in (3.2.4) is given by 



h(t2 ( 
j=! 
j~ Ie 

Xle - Xj)( Ylc - Yj )[ X'kX'j - y'ky'j I 
(( xk _Xj)2+( Y/c _Yj)2) 
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+ 

The summation corresponds to composite trapezoidal rule. Since the 

integrand is periodic the boundary terms of the trapezoidal approximation 

can be composed within the summation. The subscripts j,k corresponds to 

the evaluation at JIz and kh respectively, h being the length of the evenly 

spaced interval in the parameterization variable 0:'. The primes denote 

derivatives. Note that the application of trapezoidal rule involves evaluating 

the integrand at 0 = 0:' which is an indeterminate form. However the limiting 

value of the integrand at 0 = 0:' may be determined by an application of 

L 'Hopital's rule and is found to be zero. So, summing over all j, except 

j = k, gives spectral accuracy [·see below J. Alternatively the trapezoidal 

rule may be applied at alternate points for all j such that j+k is odd, thus 

avoiding the evaluation at j=k. This latter approach has been used success

fully by many authors in transient studies of free-surface motion, for exam-

pie, [Baker,1983J and [Baker, Merion & Orszag 1982J, and by Shelley [198.S] 

in applying boundary integral techniques to multi-connected domains. A 

disadvantage with this procedure is a mild loss of resolution of the integrand, 

but for most smooth functions, tests show that this loss is practically 

insignificant. Both methods have been successfully employed and tests 

show that the integrals are evaluated with high order of accuracy. 
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Experience has shown that if g( x) is periodic of period L , then the for

m ula for the integral 

L 

f g(x)dx ~ ~j~lg(Xj) L 
=-

N o j-O 

is spectrally accurate, meaning the error in the approximation goes to zero 

faster than any algebraic power of h ,i.e 

lim.!ilJl.l -- 0 for all p 
h......{J liP 

E(g) being the error in the approximation. The reason for this [see Isaccson 

& Keller I can be seen in the Euler- Mc Laurin summation formula; 

x+Nh 

i~lg( x + jh ) = :1 f g(~)d~ - ~g(x+Nh)-g(x)) + 
i-O x 

i-oo 
~Cili2j-1 (g/2 j-I/(x+Nh) _ g/2j-I/(x) ), 

j-I 

(3.2.6) 

where Ci are constants. The terms in the brackets cancel due to periodicity 

leading to the high accuracy of the method. 

The discrete equations can now be written for the problem using the 

trapezoidal approximation at n points evenly spaced in the parameterization 

to equation (3.2.4) and suitable approximations to equations (2.3.26) -

(2.3.28). They take the form: 
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7r, (3.2.8) 

c2 j(Bd k=l, ... ,N, 

Yr = 0 . ( 3.2.10) 

The approximation to the stream function equation (3.2.4) gives rise to 

a system of N non-linear integral equations for the 2N unknowns (XI:> Yk). 

However, these equations are not all independent. This follows from the 

observation that these equations correspond to 

'IjJ'k 0 k=l,···,N 

and that 

Thus we have only N-1 equations resulting from (3.2.4). The arclength 

condition, which defines the parameterization, accounts for another set of .V 

equations but also introduces an unknown c which is proportional to the 
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total arclength of the boundary. By adding the area equation and the equa-

tion fixing the origin of the parameterization, we obtain complete set of 

equations for (Xk,Yk), k = I, ... ,N and c. The parameters, t and w. are at 

our disposal and we set w = 1. \Ve seek a one parameter family of solutions 

by varying t. 

The system of non-linear equations, (3.2.7 - 10 ), takes the form, 

F( X,X',t) = 0 , (3.2.11) 

where X is the vector of unknowns and X, represents the derivative of the 

unknowns. This system can be solved by Newton's method. The correction 

vector, b, for Newton's method is calculated from the equation, 

J b = -F, (3.2.12) 

where J is the Jacobian matrix for F at X. The matrix J may be evaluated 

by using the chain rule as follows; 

dX' J=Fv+F)('· --.\ dX ( 3.2.13) 

Here Fx.F:'(, denote the partial derivatives of F with respect to X and X, 

respectively. ~ is a coefficient matrix, which contains as its elements the 

weights for computing the derivatives. These weights depend upon the 

scheme used to find the derivatives and are independent of the Newton step. 

Hence the coefficient matrix needs to be evaluated only once in the whole 

process of determining the solution branch marked out by varying t. The 

computational effort involved in computing the Jacobian is a matrix m ulti-

plication with the coefficient matrix, followed by a matrix addition. The 
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advantage of calculating the Jacobian in this manner is that the code may be 

written so that the dependency of X, on X may be dealt with separately. 

Also several different approximations for X, may be tried without changing a 

major portion of the code. 

The accuracy of the trapezoidal rule and the numerical scheme in gen

eral depends on how accurately the derivatives X, are approximated. Three 

schemes were implemented to find the derivatives, namely second order cen-

tral differences, fourth order central differences and discrete Fourier interpo-

lation. Since the functions we deal with are smooth and periodic, Fourier 

interpolation methods gave us spectrally accurate derivatives. Given 

l(x)E Coo, then I(x) can be expanded as 

k=oo 

I ( x ) = 2: Ck e ikx , 

k=-oo 

where Ck is the Fourier coefficient given by 

211' 

and I'( x) can be found from 

1:=00 

I'(X) = ~ Ck ike ikx 
. 

k=-oo 

We could obtain an approximation to I' by a finite Fourier expansion at llni-

formly spaced points . 

k=N 
2 

I'() I' ""k C~L eikph 
xp == p = L-.J' ~ 

k--.!!.. 
2 
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The straightforward calculation of the Fourier coefficients require O( N 2) 

operations, which can be expensive for large N. Fortunately Fourier interpo-

lation met~ods can be implemented by using Fast Fourier Transforms, which 

perform these evaluations in O( NlogN) operations. 

Finally we describe the method of computing the coefficient matrix, 

dX' A == --. The elements ajl> denote the weights corresponding to the scheme 
dX 

used in approximating the derivatives. These approximations are usually of 

the form 

aj'j 
from which the entries ajle == ah can be determined. In accordance with 

previous notation we can write this as 

X'=AX. 

In the case of second order central difference approximation for the deriva-

tives the matrix A takes the form 
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0 It 0 
-II 

2 2 

-Ii 0 Ii 
2 2 

0 
-II 

0 
Ii 

2 2 

0 0 

In the case of Fourier interpolation we may find the weights of the matrix 

from the following relation; 

. N 
)~2' 

OXk _ 1 ~ .. ijh(k-I) 
---- IJe . 
OXI N 

. N )--2' 

The correctness of these calculations may be tested by computing the pro-

duct A.¥ and comparing against known derivative of test functions. 

PSEUDO-ARCLENGTH CONTINUATION 

One often seeks solutions to equations which depend upon a parameter 

or a set of parameters; in our case, the equations (3.2.7) - (3.2.10) depend 

upon €. It is usually necessary and important to know about the behavior of 

the solution for different values of the parameter; hence we would like to 

compute a solution curve that characterizes the solution for various parame-

ter values. One usually I'esorts to continuation procedures in order to com-

pute these solution curves and also to locate bifurcation points. Bifurcation 

points are values of the parameter € at which two or more smooth branches 

of the solution curve have non-tangential intersections (Fig [ 3.1]). 



"xII 

Fig· (3.1) £, is the tuming point and £6 represents a bifurcation 
point. 
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The purpose of this section is to describe the continuation procedure 

used to det€rmine the st€ady solution branches of the algebraic system 

(:3.2.7), which is of the form 

F(X,t) =0. (3.3.1) 

The standard approach one normally uses to continue along a solution 

branch is to vary 10 systematically and determine a new solution by the use 

of previous ones. Once we know Xo for some to and provided FX(XO,EO) is 

non-singular, the implicit function theorem guarant€es the existence of a 

smooth solution branch X( (0) in some sphere It - to 1< p . Also dX 
dE 

satisfies the condition 

( 3.3.2) 

A variety of techniques are available for approximating a branch 

through (Xo,to); in particular, Euler's method may be used as a predictor fOI' 

the initial guess in the Newton's scheme, 

Fx A,¥ = - F. 

These methods work very well as long as the branch consists of regular solu-

tion points, meaning F,y(Xo,to) is non-singular, for any (Xo,to) along the 

branch. Once Fx becomes singular at a limit point 10/ say, ~-; is not defined. 

and these methods encount€r difficulties. To avoid such difficulties, Keller 

[1977,1987] proposed the pseudo arc-length continuation technique, where 

he recognized the fact that a change in the parameterization of the solution 

branch removes this difficulty. The system (3.3.1) is replaced by the 
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augmented system 

{ 
F(X(S).E(S» = 0 

P(X(s),s) == G(X(S),E(S),S) =0 ( 3.3.3) 

The equation G(X(S),E(S),S) is chosen so that the parameter S approximat€s 

the arc-length along the solution branch X(S),E(S) in some form; for exam

ple, 

(3.3.4) 

and continuation is done on this new parameter along the branch. The 

advantage of using the inflated system is its capability to compute past limit 

points and jump across singular points on a branch, since the augmented 

Jacobian, 

( 
Fx FE ) 
Gx GE ' 

(3.3.5 ) 

remains non-singular not only at a regular solution point, but also at a simple 

turning point where Fx is singular. The software AUTO, which implements 

this algorithm, was used to trace different solution branches. It assumes 

XO,EO is known and (XO,EO) is computed to be the null vector of the N by 

N+ 1 dimensional matrix [FX(XO,EO) I FE (.Xo, EO) 1 scaled according to 

( 3.3.6) 

Moreover the null space of Fx is assumed to be one-dimensional, to avoid 

starting from a bifurcation point. 

Assuming (X~'_I,Ej_l) and ( ... Yj-1,€j-d have been computed, this method 
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computes the next solution (.\f,E j) from the equations, 

(3.3.7) 

where the 'second equation is an approximation to the arclength condition 

and As is the step size along the branch. 

The inflated system is solved using Newton's method. The initial guess 

is calculated from a predictor by Euler's method from the previous solution. 

Convergence is said to have occurred if Newton increments satisfy 

1& 1 < 0 
1 + IE I ( 

" 6X 1100 
1 + II X II 00 < ox· 

Solution points where the determinant of the inflated Jacobian vanishes are 

potential bifurcation points. The location of the bifurcation points is found 

by monitoring the determinant along the branch. If a change in sign is 

observed along a particular interval then the location of the exact zero is 

approximated by secant iteration along the solution branch in that interval. 

Two solution branches that intersect at an non-zero angle give rise to two 

independent null vectors. Thus the Jacobian [Fx 1 F(] has a two-dimensional 

null space, spanned by the vectors ( .. -r,E) and (X',E') corresponding to the 

direction vectors along the primary branch and the bifurcating branch respec-

tively. Several methods are suggested by Keller for switching from one 

branch to another. One of them involves computing the direction vector 

corresponding to bifurcation branch by solving the algebraic bifurcation 

equations. Alternatively, if the location of the bifurcation point is known, 

the tangent vector ( .. -r,E) can also be assumed to be known along the solution 
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branch. Then the idea is to seek solutions on some subset parallel to the 

tangent, but displaced in the normal direction in a specific plane. An approx

imation to this approach is implemented in the AUTO software package, 

where one finds (~Y',€') as an approximation to the tangent vector (X',e') 

along the bifurcation branch, such that (~Y',€')E N ( Fx I F() and 

(~Y',€') 1.. (~Yo,€o). This approximation works very well in most circumstances 

except when the branches intersect at a small angle [ Doedel,1986]. Once 

we know the direction vector along the bifurcation branch, equations similar 

to ( 3.3.7) can be solved to compute the solution along the branch. Changes 

were made to the software to accommodate full pivoting with iterative 

improvement to compute the solutions accurately near bifurcation points. 
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IMPROVEMENTS MADE IN TIlE ALGORITIlM 

This section deals with the p('oblems that were encountered and the pro

cedures adopted to resolve them. One of the main problems was the pres-

ence of sawtooth oscillations in our steady-state profiles, which occurred 

when the s~mmetry in x in the solution of the single vortex was no longer 

present. An example of this is shown in Fig [3.2]. However, when the solu

tion is symmetric in x, then the points Xj on the boundary satisfy the follow

ing relation; 

and x N = X3N = 0 . Where N is the points used to represent the boundary. 
- -
4 4 

The sawtooth mode, which is of the form 

will not satisfy these relations, thus explaining the absence of these modes in 

the steady-state symmetric solutions. 



.')0 

c :> -------------------

Fig (3.2) Non-symmetric profiles containing sawtooth mode. 
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Fig (3.3) 



The reason for the appearance of the sawtooth mode is that the discrete 

system does not adequately resolve it. The derivative of the saw-tooth mode 

vanishes at the evenly spaced points, and thus fails to reflect its presence. 

This situation is depicted in Fig[3.3]. We remedy this situation by forcing 

our discrete system to recognize the presence of the sawtooth oscillations by 

introducing different collocation points. The collocation points are chosen to 

lie midway in the parameter between the quadrature points. We will call the 

collocation points, half-points and denote them by 

mode is non-zero at these points. They are found by means of Fourier 

interpolation, and since we are dealing with a closed boundary, the interpola-

tion is spectrally accurate. Given points ( Xl,XZ, ... ,Xn,Yl'YZ' ... 'Yn ) evenly 

spaced in their parameterization, the Fourier coefficients Clc are found from 

(3.-1.1) 

The half points are found from the relation [ Appendix B 1; 

ih(j-I+{) 
e - + 1 

u.(j-I+.!..) 
1 - e 2 

j = 1,'" ,N. ( 3..4.2) 



Fig (3.4) Representation of the boundary of the vortex using 
half-points. 
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Also the derivatives with r'espect to the half points are given by the relation 

j = 1, ... ,N. (304.3) 

vVe require (2.3.24, 2.3.26 - 28) to hold at the half-points instead of the 

main points, and the following system of discrete equations arises: 

( "I "') E X/:X /: - Y/:Y Ie -

(30404) 

=11' , (304.5 ) 

'I 2 'I 2 f (0 1) xle +YIe =c /:+2 k = 1, ... ,N (304 .6) 

Yl = 0, (3.-1. i') 



,}.5 

where 

T il: (' )(' )['" "'] 1 = XI: - Xi YI: - Yj x I: X j - Y I: Y j 

A similar approach is implemented in the case of two vortices in a strain 

field and the discrete system follows from (2.4.20) 
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CHAPTER 4 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this chapter we present the numerical results. First we present the 

results concerning the single vortex in a strained fluid (Fig [2.1]): subse

quently its relation with the vortex pair in a strain field is elucidated (Fig 

[2.3]). For convenience, the area of the vortex is fixed to be 1T', the vorticity 

w inside the uniform vortex is taken to 1. The discrete system (3.4.4) -

(3.4.7) is solved using Newton's method followed by the continuation pro

cedure described in the previous chapter. 

Moore & Saffman [1971] found a solution in closed form, comprising a 

family of elliptical vortices whose major axes lie at an angle of 2!:.. to the axes 
4 

of the strain field. They arrived at an expression relating the magnitude of 

the strain field £ and the l'atio , = ~ of the axes of the ellipse, given by 

£' = ~ = .:rb - I ) -R(,) 
w (T+1)( ,+1) 

( -t.1 ) 

This function, Rb) shown in Fig[4.1] has a single maximum in the 

interval ,f. [1,00) and attains its maximum at ,= i~2.9 . The maximum 

value of the function itself is about 0.15 . Thus for any value of the 

imposed strain field I £' I < .15 there exists two possible steady-state ellipses. 

As a check on our formulation and computer code, we have calculated this 

family using the continuation method. In Fig 4.1 we compare our numeri

cal results against the analytical expression (4.1). The results agree to six 

significant digits. 
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The main objective of this work is to conduct a bifurcation study on the 

solution branch generated by the fam ily of ellipses. The solution branch may 

be described as a curve P == . ~ versus ~ and is shown in Fig 4.2, where p 
V7T' W 

is the perimeter of the boundary. The solution br~nch that was computed 

using the boundary integral formulation and Keller's continuation algorithm. 

is in complete agreement with the analytical predictions made by the above 

authors and is depicted in Fig (4.2). As we can see this branch has a turning 

point at (.1 = .1501, thus providing us with an upper limit for the magnitude 

of the strain rate. PI'evious work using point vortices to represent the core, 

suggests that the vortex possesses a finite strength to resist the deformation 

by the imposed strain and once this limit is exceeded the vortex breaks up 

and the vorticity is dispersed. The profiles corresponding to the lower portion 

of the solution branch are less elongated compared to those on the upper 

portion of the branch. Fig (4.3) depicts the two elliptical profiles for chosen 

values of the strain rates, the parameters that characterize these profiles are 

given in Table 4.0. 

DATA FOR FIGURE 4.3 

Fig 1 2 3 4 

(.1 0.10106 0.10109 0.14007 0.13998 

P 3.68227 6.30244 3.94208 4.88547 

Table 4.0 
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Fig (4.2) Solution branch described by single vortex, Bi represents 
the bifurcation points along the branch. 
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As we can see the profiles corresponding to the upper branch are more 

elongated and have high cllrvature at the edges. To resolve these profiles 

accurately, the following mapping fllnction, j(O) is used in the equations that 

defines the parametrization of these contours; 

j(O) = (1 - C\'cos(2{})) 

This function has its minimum values when {} is in the neighborhood of 0 

and 7r, which corresponds to the tips of the ellipse on its major axis. The 

parameter (l' is chosen close to 1, in this case C\'= .99609375, which maps 16 

times as many points at the edges as compared with the top and bottom por

tion of the ellipse. 

The accuracy of the results is tested by computing the steady shapes for 

different values of N, where N represents the number of points chosen to 

represent the boundary. Extensive studies were done with 

N = 16,32, ... ,256; the error as compared with the analytical results is 

presented in Fig( 4.4). This plot contains the error in computing the quantity 

P as a function of the axis ratio {} . The oscillations in these plots are clue to 

the final Newton iteration, which due to quadratic convergence dramatically 

increases the accuracy in some steps well below the tolerance criterion. 
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Linear stability analysis was done by Moore & Saffman [1 971] by con-

sidering disturbances to the bOllndal'y of the vortex, keeping the vorticity 

constant. and they arrived at the following expression for the growth rate, 

The mode number, m characterizes the form of the disturbance. 

The results show that the more distorted of the two possible ellipses for 

a given strain rate is always unstable to distortions of shape, and th us only 

one of the two solutions is physically significant. This leads to the possibility 

of bifurcations along the solution branch where there is a change in stability. 

Location of the first four bifurcation points as seen in Fig (4.2), are given in 

Table (4.1). These data match the analytically predicted values to five 

significant digits and also those of Kamm [1987], who approached this prob

lem using the method of Schwarz functions. This result together with qua-

dratic convergence of the Newton's method provides us with a check for the 

Jacobian of the system. 
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BIFURCATION POINTS FOR SINGLE VORTEX 

TURNING POINT B3 B4 B5 B6 

€' .15014 0.13·1~.'i 0.11419 0.098083 0.08.5.583 

P 4.29755 .5.09171 5.79612 6.4293 7.01045 

Table 4.1 

The index i of the path inter'Secting the elliptical solution at the point Bi 

corresponds to the eigenmode disturbance that changes stability at that point. 

Continuation on these solution branches yields non-elliptical steady-state 

solutions. With this procedure we are able to get converged solutions much 

further along the primar'y bmnch corresponding to elliptical solutions and 

also along the side bmnches leading to non-elliptical profiles than did 

Kamm[1987]. 
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The first bifurcated solution branch corresponds to the point 8 3 , The 

profiles along this branch show symmetry breaking and so a new parameter. 

which we call symmetry parameter S. is introduced to separate the solution 

branches: 

These branches and the related profiles are given in Fig (4.5), Table (4.2) 

contains the strain rate and other information corresponding to these 

profiles. The steady-state solutions obtained are skewed at one of the edges. 

The curvature at the edge increases as we proceed along the branch, which 

results in sharper tips. The magnified profiles for chosen values of the strain 

rate along the bifurcated bmnch are shown in Fig( 4.6). 

DATA FOR FIGURE 4.5 

Fig 1 2 3 4 

fE' 0.13579 0.13664 0.13578 0.13664 

P 5.09703 5.13334 5.09691 5.12664 

S -3.9E-l -4.14E-l 3.89E-I 4.15E-I 

Table 4.2 
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In Fig (4.7) we plot _1_ versus ~ along this branch. where K denotes 
"rna., W 

the curvature. The mapping function 

f (0) 
a 
T( l+ws( 8)) 

= l-C\'e , 

is used in computing these profiles since more points are required to resolve 

the edges accurately, where C\' = .999999 and 8 = 0.2 are chosen constants , 

Several authors have calculated lim Hing steady-state solutions where the con

tour becomes non-analytic, PielTchumbert [1980] calculated the solutions 

for a pair of dipolar, uniform, tl'anslating vortices and reported that at a lim-

iting state, when the vOl,tices are close, the 'profiles form a cusp with the axis 

of symmetry. This result was later contradicted by WlI Overman & Zabusky 

[1983] where they found the limiting profiles, which they called V-states. 

had a corner, meaning that the difference in the tangent angles at the point 

of singularity was ~, Subsequently Saffman & Tanveer [1982] and Over-
2 

man [1986] performed local analysis on the boundary of the contou I' and 

established the discontinuity of the tangent angle along the contour can only 

be 7l' 
2 

The second bifurcation branch yields the profiles we had anticipated in 

the beginning. It indicates the possibility of coalescence of two neighbor-

ing vortices. Continuation is done along this branch until we found a bifur

cation point. The profiles at this stnge corresponds to a strongly dimpled vor

tex that has almost split intD two. The mapping function is altered to 

f (0) = l-C\'cos(20) , 

to resolve' the profiles aCC'lIrately near 0 =~, the value of C\' here is 
2 

0.99609375. 
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The bifurcated branch and the pl'Ofiles are given in Fig (4.8) and the data is 

given in Table 4.3. 

DATA FOR FIGURE 4.8 

Fig 1 2 3 4 

(" 0.0!H04 0.08864 0.11892 0.12112 

P 5.83153 5.83269 5.78563 5.80079 

Table 4.3 

Since the profile at the point labeled 2 suggests the vortex splits into two. we 

anticipate that the solution branch defining the steady-state behavior of the 

vortex pair should intersect this curve at this bifurcation point. To check 

this, we solve the discrete system corresponding to the vortex pair (2.-1.20). 

in which the centroids of the vortices are kept fixed at distances 1 on either 

sides of the origin but the area of the vortex is allowed to grow. The calcula

tion starts near (" = 0 where perturbation analysis provides a good initial 

guess for the solution [Appendix AJ. Continuation along the solution branch 

using the non-dimensionalized strain rate, (" , to be our continuation param

eter, gives us profiles that grow in area as the strain rate is increased. Since 

an analytical solution for the boundary of the vortex pair is not available. the 

accuracy of the results is checked by increasing the resolution from N = 

16,32,'" ,256. Figures (-I.U) - (4.10) contains the solution branch and sam-

ple profiles along the branch. As before, the parameter P == .JX is plotted 

against the strain rate (,', where p is the perimeter of both vortices and A 

their combined areas. 
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Conclusive evidence about the amalgamation of these vortex patches is 

found when the solution branch OR corresponding to the vortex pair in a 

strain field intersects the bifurcation branch of the single vortex at the identi

cal strain rate, and the calculations of both these branches indicated the same 

bifurcation point. Fig (-1.11) contains solution branches corresponding to the 

single vortex and the vortex pair respectively, plotted as function of non

dimensionalized strain rate E'. 

DATA FOIl FIGURE 4.12 

Fig 1 2 3 4 

E' 0.09828 0.09a8 0.09828 0.098083 

P 6.42.562 6.41478 6.42562 6.41478 

S 2.07E-·{ 1.6E-3 -2.07E-4 -1.6E-3 

Table 4.3 

DATA FOR FIGURE 4.13 

Fig 1 :2 3 4 

E' 0.087-16 0.08968 0.68024 0.06696 

P 6.97198 6.93688 7.26841 7.31975 

Table 4.4 
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The profiles com puted on the thir'd and fourth bifurcation branches, as 

given in Fig CL12 - 13), Fig (.1.12) shows the existence of further symmetry 

breaking structures and Fig C1.13) seems to correspond to the amalgamation 

of three vOI,tices. The data for these figures are given in Table (4.3 - ciA), 

\Ve anticipate that this pattei'll repeats, since the computation of the bOlln

daries of more than two patches is expensive. we are unable to verify these 

predictions. However, from these t.rends we speculate that there will be 

many instances where the mel'gel' of neighboring vortices will occur. Unfor

tunately this method does not yield directly to stability analysis and so has 

been deferred for future reseal·ch. 

Conclusion: 

We have computed sevel'al steady-state configurations corresponding to 

a uniform vortex in an externally applied strain field. The two elliptical solu

tions, found by Moore & SafTman, one being more elongated than the other 

were found. These correspond the profiles on the primary branch describing 

the family of steady-state solutions. The presence of a turning point on this 

solution curve indicate that a vortex can resist only a finite amount of strain. 

which was also predicted by the above authors. These solutions were also in 

complete agreement with those of Kamm [1987] who approached this prob

lem using the method of Schwarz functions. Using our form ulation we were 

able to obtain convel'ged solut.ions much further along the solution branch. 

and the bifurcation branches. than did Kamm. Four bifurcation points were 

located along the solution (,1I1'V(, and the bifurcation branches were continlled 

until we found a secondary bifurcation point. The solutions that describe 

these bifurcation bmnches were non-elliptical in cross-section and reached a 
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limiting form as the secondal'Y bifurcation point was approached, 

The steady-state profiles along the second, bifurcation branch indicate 

that the vortex will split into two at a particular value of E, Alternatively, if 

we have two vortex patches at a fixed distance from each other, and if they 

are allowed. to grow in area. by increasing the strain field then they should 

merge at the same strain I'a(,c. This possibility leads to a further generaliza

tion of the problem by considering two uniform vortices in a strain field, 

Continuation of the solution branch corresponding to the two vortices incli

cate that this guess is indeed correct. Furthermore, looking at the profiles 

on the other bifurcation branches. it appears that merger of neighboring vor

tices is a recurring phenomena. Due to limited computing resources we 

were not able to verify this claim. 
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APPENDIX A 

Perturbation analysis for two uniform vortices in an uniform strain field 

In this appendix we consider two small vort€x patches in an uniform 

strain field, and their st€ady state configurations are derived using perturba-

tion theory. As a starLing point, we consider two point vortices. Point vor-

tices in a strain field satisfy the equat.ion 

1:::.:1/;=-0, 

and the strain field is charact€rized by 

where '1j; is the stream function and 0 represents the delta function. A steady 

solution can be found by placing two vortices at distances hl , h2 on either 

side origin of the system, which are assumed to have circulations r 1 and r 2 

respectively. The stream function for this situation is 

E 2'" r l .., 2 r z 2'" '1j;(x,y) = ~x -y~) - -Iog[(x-hd~ + y ] - -Iog[(x+h..,) + y-] 
2 471' 411" ~ 

where the first term in the solution charact€rizes the strain field at infinity 

and the second and third terms corresponds to the two point vortices at dis

tances hl and h2 from the origin. Point vortices move with the fluid without 

any rotation hence the components of the velocity should be zero at 

(h1>0),(-h 2,0) . By computing the velocity components 
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r ~ (x +h~) ) 
271" (x+h'2)2+y2 

and setting U,v zero at (hl,O),(-h~,O) we arrive at the following relations 

between the strain rate f and II 1 , 11'2 • 

€ = --.,....---:--:-
271"11 1 ( h 1 +h 2) 

(B.1 ) 

(8.2) 

We replace the point vortices by small patches; to leading order we anticipate 

that they will be circular. Keeping the centroids fixed, the deformation in 

their structure due to the stl'ain field is analyzed by perturbation theory. The 

problem may be stated as: 

{
-w inside an 1 & an 2 

~1/J = 0 an 1 & an '2 ' 
(8.3) 

~: continuous across an 1 & an '2 , (8.-1) 

1/J = constant on an 1 & an 2 , (8 .. 5 ) 

(8.5) 

A particular solution to this problem is given by 

(8.i) 
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where l/Jo ,l/Ji l ,l/Ji2 represents the par'(,icular solution outside and inside vortices 

• - . i - j 
1 and 2 respectively. l/Jo, 1[' I, l/J 2 are the contributions to the stream function 

due the perturbation on the b01lndary. The boundary conditions are met by 

making the normal derivatives continuous and the tangential derivatives van-

ish at the boundary for the two vortices. We introduce polar coordinates by 

making 

x = h, + r,cos(O) 

where r, = /31(0) is allowed to vary with 8 . Let al denote the radius of the 

circular vortex from which we perturb; we express rl in terms of a 1 as 

rl = al + aI2(l'1(0) + aI
3(l'2(0) + . " . The radius is normalized to one by 

. d' . bl - r, I f h . bi h mtro ucmg a new varia e rl = -. n terms 0 t e new varIa e t e . a, 
stream functions inside and outside the region can be written as 

(B.I0) 

.,.it _ w ( 2 - 2) + .,.i 1 
'f/ - -- a, rl 'f/. 

4 
(B. 11 ) 

The requirement that the normal der'ivatives of the stream function be con

tinuous on the boundary of the vortex labeled 1, give the equation, 
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The vanishing of the tangential derivatives of the solution representing the 

region outside the boundal'y of the vortex labeled by 1, gives the equation, 

Likewise for solution inside the vortex, the tangential derivative of the 
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stream function must vanish and so 

The quantities ;";/\1;;0 are assumed to be of the form a/ f, + a,P+'f2+'" 

and the appropriate value of p is found by balancing both sides of the above 

equations. The choice p=']. is appropriate in this case and Q, is set to zero. 

By substituting the expressions in the above equations and by matching 

powers of a, to zero, we alTive at the follo,wing equations: 

-r 2COS( '].0) (2h ,+11 2) 

27r ( h , +11 2) 2 II, 
(8.12) 

(8.13 ) 

(8.14 ) 

These equations suggest the following forms for the functions Q2( 0) , f ° I • 

fi ,; 

f o _ A °cos(20) , - -" , 
r,~ 

(\':) = Dcos(20) , 

fil = A i,,2cos(20) 

By substituting these exp('('~~i()ns into equations (8.12) - (8.14) we may 

determine the unknowns :\ U • D and A i. Thus we obtain the following 

asymptotic relations to dcsrl'ihc the deformation of the boundary of the vor-
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tex: 

A similar analysis of the boundary of the vortex labeled 2 follows by choos-

ing x = -h z + r2cos( 0) , y = r2sin( 0) . The stream functions have the form 

7j;0 = ; (h2z-2hzazr2cos(O) + a22r/cos(20))-

;; log [(hl+hz)2_2(hl+h2)a2r2cos(O) + a2Zr/] - ;; loga zr2 +-0° 

.,';2 W 2 - 2 .1.i2 
'f/ = --az rz + 'f/ 

4 

and the results are 

For the numerical study presented in this thesis, the two vortices are at the 

same distance on eithel' side of the origin and have the same circulation. 

Hence hI = h2 == Ii ancl r I = r:) == r. With this assumption, the aho\"(' 
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equations simplify to yield the following expressions for the perturbed b01Jn-

dary of either vortex. 

r = 1 + 3a~ cos(2B) 
4h~ 

.7,; _ 30;2 (,)11) 
If' - -- cos ~U 

2 
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APPENDIXB 

Derivation of the relation for computing half-points. 

In this appendix we derivE' the closed form relation (3.4.2) for comput

ing the half-points, once the main points OIl the boundary of the vortex arc 

known. Fourier interpolation is used in arriving at this relation since we are 

dealing with a smooth and closed boundary. This approximation is spectrally 

accurate. In this discussion Xj will denote the half-points and Xj will denote 

the main points evenly spaced in the parameterization. 

The discrete Fourier interpolation form ula yields the following relations 

between the Fourier coefficients and the points at which the function is being 

interpolated. 

where 

and 

I k I rf ~ 
N Ik 1=-
2 

'With this representation we may compute the half-points using the relation 
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The last two terms in the above relat.ion cancel and thus we are left with 

Using the expression for CI; we can rewrite the above equation as 

Letting m = k +~-1, we get 
2 

I-N-l n 1 m-N-2 1 
, 1 ~ i( 1--;;-) h (j-I+-;;-) ~ imh(j+"2I ) 
Xj = N L.J xle ~ M L.J e 

1-0 m-O 

88 

Notice that the inner summation is a geometric series and can be evaluated 

in closed form. Thus we have the I'elation (3.4.2); 

I-N-I 

Xj = ~ XI (-I)(j-I) 
1=0 

ih(j-I+~) 
+ e 2 

ihU-I+t) 
-e 
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